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Organic Chemistry, A Modern Approach, Vol-II, is for the second year students pursuing BSc
Chemistry (Honours) at the University of Calcutta and other major universities across eastern
India. It offers ‘learning by practice’ approach. Supplemented with 500+ reaction mechanisms
with curved- arrow notation, the book lays a solid foundation for advanced aspects of the
subject-matter.
Pharmaceutical Chemistry provides a wide-ranging overview of organic chemistry as applied to
the study and practice of pharmacy. Drugs are simply chemicals, so to fully understand their
manufacture, formulation, and the way they work in our bodies, a knowledge of organic
compounds and their reactions is essential.
Metal Enolates form a class of compounds that have recently received much study because of
their part in the important C-C-bond forming aldol reaction. Focusing on this important class of
compounds in organic synthesis, The Chemistry of Metal Enolates features contributions on all
aspects of Metal Enolate chemistry from the world?s leading experts. Delivering the
exceptional quality that?s expected from the Patai Series, this text is essential reading for
organic chemists.
Industrial Catalytic Processes for Fine and Specialty Chemicals provides a comprehensive
methodology and state-of-the art toolbox for industrial catalysis. The book begins by
introducing the reader to the interesting, challenging, and important field of catalysis and
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catalytic processes. The fundamentals of catalysis and catalytic processes are fully covered
before delving into the important industrial applications of catalysis and catalytic processes,
with an emphasis on green and sustainable technologies. Several case studies illustrate new
and sustainable ways of designing catalysts and catalytic processes. The intended audience of
the book includes researchers in academia and industry, as well as chemical engineers,
process development chemists, and technologists working in chemical industries and industrial
research laboratories. Discusses the fundamentals of catalytic processes, catalyst preparation
and characterization, and reaction engineering Outlines the homogeneous catalytic processes
as they apply to specialty chemicals Introduces industrial catalysis and catalytic processes for
fine chemicals Includes a number of case studies to demonstrate the various processes and
methods for designing green catalysts
Rev. ed. of: Organic chemistry / Jonathan Clayden ... [et al.].
Taking medication is a common occurrence for many people, whether it is to soothe an aching
head, regulate blood sugars, or treat life-threatening conditions such as HIV or cancer.
Examining how drugs are manufactured, formulated, and the way that they work in our bodies,
Pharmaceutical Chemistry provides a wide-ranging overview of organic chemistry as it is
applied to the study and practice of pharmacy. FEATURES * Supports an integrated pharmacy
education * Focuses on the fundamental ideas that first-year students need to fully grasp
before progressing in their studies * Demonstrates the connections between scientific concepts
and principles and how they are applied to pharmacy * Written and edited by experts who have
a wealth of teaching experience COMPANION WEBSITE For registered adopters of the book:
- Figures from the book, available to download For students: - Self-assessment questions for
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each chapter - Related additional resources ABOUT THE SERIES The Integrated Foundations
of Pharmacy series supports those who are at the beginning of their journey to become a
pharmacist. Students will begin to understand how a drug molecule is made; the process that
turns it into a medicine; the role the pharmacist has when dispensing that medicine; and what
happens in the body when it is taken. Most importantly, the series shows how each of these
aspects are integrated, reflecting the most up-to-date teaching practices.
Organic chemistry is a discipline within chemistry that involves the scientific study of the
structure, properties, composition, reactions, and preparation of carbon-based compounds,
hydrocarbons, and their derivatives, these compounds may contain any number of other
elements, including hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, the halogens as well as phosphorus, silicon
and sulphur. Organic compounds are structurally diverse and the range of application of
organic compounds is enormous. Organic Chemistry provides an easy access to the core
information in the field and makes a comprehensive approach to disseminate information in a
clear and systematic manner. The book is presented and organized in a way to discourage
students from rote learning. It covers all the topics in Organic Chemistry which are normally
included in the syllabi of Indian universities for undergraduate courses. Special emphasis has
been given to the basic concepts viz. acids and bases, hybridization and resonance. Though,
the study of Organic Chemistry may be complex, it is very important in everyday life. Although
many books on the subject are available in the market, yet, there is a dearth. Hence this
humble effort, will hopefully prove to be beneficial for all concerned readers.
This book provides material required by undergraduate students and is also ideal for industrial
chemists seeking to update their knowledge of this important aspect of chemistry.
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One approach to organic synthesis is retrosynthetic analysis. With this approach a
chemist will start with the structure of their target molecule and progressively cut bonds
to create simpler molecules. Reversing this process gives a synthetic route to the target
molecule from simpler starting materials. This “disconnection” approach to synthesis is
now a fundamental part of every organic synthesis course. Organic Synthesis: The
Disconnection Approach, 2nd Edition introduces this important technique, to help
students to design their own organic syntheses. There are forty chapters: those on the
synthesis of given types of molecules alternate with strategy chapters in which the
methods just learnt are placed in a wider context. The synthesis chapters cover many
ways of making each type of molecule starting with simple aromatic and aliphatic
compounds with one functional group and progressing to molecules with many
functional groups. The strategy chapters cover questions of selectivity, protection,
stereochemistry, and develop more advanced thinking via reagents specifically
designed for difficult problems. Examples are drawn from pharmaceuticals,
agrochemicals, natural products, pheromones, perfumery and flavouring compounds,
dyestuffs, monomers, and intermediates used in more advanced synthetic work.
Reasons for wishing to synthesise each compound are given. This second edition has
been fully revised and updated with a modern look. Recent examples and techniques
are included and illustrated additional material has been added to take the student to
the level required by the sequel, “Organic Synthesis: Strategy and Control”. Several
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chapters contain extensive new material based on courses that the authors give to
chemists in the pharmaceutical industry. Organic Synthesis: The Disconnection
Approach, 2nd edition provides a full course in retrosynthetic analysis for chemistry and
biochemistry students and a refresher for organic chemists working in industry and
academia.
Assembly, Architecture and Application
This manual does not merely give you the answers to the questions in the
accompanying textbook, Organic Chemistry. There is a written explanation of each
question, and when reaction mechanism is a part of the answer, it contains the same
color-coded approach as in the textbook.
The solutions manual to accompany Organic Chemistry provides fully-explained
solutions to all the problems that feature in the second edition of Organic Chemistry .
Intended for students and instructors alike, the manual provides helpful comments and
friendly advice to aid understanding, and is an invaluable resource wherever Organic
Chemistry is used for teaching and learning.
A first- and second-year undergraduate organic chemistry textbook, specifically geared
to British and European courses and those offered in better schools in North America,
this text emphasises throughout clarity and understanding.
This book is a presentation of a qualitative theory of chemical bonding, stressing the
physical processes which occur on bond formation. It differs from most (if not all) other
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books in that it does not seek to “rationalise” the phenomena of bonding by a series of
mnemonic rules. A principal feature is a unified and consistent treatment across all
types of bonding in organic, inorganic, and physical chemistry. Each chapter has an
Assignment Section containing “problems” which might be usefully attempted to
improve the understanding of the new material in that chapter. The new edition has had
several appendices added which give support to concepts which, if included in the main
text, would have hindered the main thrust of the presentation. These new appendices
are an attempt to clarify oversights and errors which have been tacitly ignored and
which have now become part of the conventional wisdom.
Dit boek behandelt de theorie en pikt en passant ook nog kernenergie mee en een
hoop natuurkunde.
There are many mononuclear iron containing enzymes in nature that utilize molecular
oxygen and transfer one or both oxygen atoms of O2 to substrates. These enzymes
catalyze many processes including the biosynthesis of hormones, the metabolism of
drugs, DNA and RNA base repair and, the biosynthesis of antibiotics. Therefore,
mononuclear iron containing enzymes are important intermediates in bioprocesses and
have great potential in the commercial biosynthesis of specific products since they often
catalyze reactions regioselectively or stereospecifically. Understanding their
mechanism and function is important and will assist in searches for commercial
exploitation. In recent years, advances in experimental as well as theoretical
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methodologies have made it possible to study the mechanism and function of these
enzymes and much information on their properties has been gained. This book
highlighting recent developments in the field is, therefore, a timely addition to the
literature and will interest a broad readership in the fields of biochemistry, inorganic
chemistry and computational chemistry. The Editors, leaders in the field of nonheme
and heme iron containing monoxygenases, have filled the book with topical review
chapters by leaders in the various sub-disciplines.

This expansive and practical textbook contains organic chemistry experiments for
teaching in the laboratory at the undergraduate level covering a range of
functional group transformations and key organic reactions.The editorial team
have collected contributions from around the world and standardized them for
publication. Each experiment will explore a modern chemistry scenario, such as:
sustainable chemistry; application in the pharmaceutical industry; catalysis and
material sciences, to name a few. All the experiments will be complemented with
a set of questions to challenge the students and a section for the instructors,
concerning the results obtained and advice on getting the best outcome from the
experiment. A section covering practical aspects with tips and advice for the
instructors, together with the results obtained in the laboratory by students, has
been compiled for each experiment. Targeted at professors and lecturers in
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chemistry, this useful text will provide up to date experiments putting the science
into context for the students.
Teaches and enables students to build confidence in drawing and manipulating
curly arrows, a fundamental skill for all organic chemists This book is an
interactive approach to learning about chemistry of the carbonyl group—inviting
students to work through its pages with pencil and paper in hand. It educates with
the belief that the most effective way to learn is by practice and interaction. With
this in mind, the reader is asked to predict what would happen under a specific
set of reaction conditions. The book is divided into frames: each frame poses a
question and invites the reader to predict what will happen. Subsequent frames
give the solution but then pose more questions to develop a theme further.
Chemistry of the Carbonyl Group: A Programmed Approach to Organic Reaction
Mechanisms, Revised Edition provides a solid grounding in the fundamental
reactions of carbonyls. Presented in full colour to enhance the understanding of
mechanisms within chemistry, the chapters of this step-by-step guide cover:
nucleophilic addition to the carbonyl group; nucleophilic substitution; nucleophilic
substitution at the carbonyl group with complete removal of carbonyl oxygen;
carbanions and enolisation; and building organic molecules from carbonyl
compounds. A must-have book for undergraduate chemists to emphasise
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understanding in carbonyl group chemistry Goes through all the stages of basic
carbonyl chemistry, detailing even the simplest mechanisms A step-by-step
learning guide to synthetic chemistry for the first year of a chemistry degree, with
all the information needed for independent learning Provides a solid grounding in
the fundamental reactions of carbonyls which will inform the understanding of
many other organic chemistry reactions Chemistry of the Carbonyl Group: A
Programmed Approach to Organic Reaction Mechanisms - Revised Edition is
packed with all the information on synthetic chemistry that every first-year student
will need in order to learn independently.
This text contains detailed worked solutions to all the end-of-chapter exercises in
the textbook Organic Chemistry. Notes in tinted boxes in the page margins
highlight important principles and comments.
The methodology of analytical pyrolysis-GC/MS has been known for several
years, but is seldom used in research laboratories and process control in the
chemical industry. This is due to the relative difficulty of interpreting the identified
pyrolysis products as well as the variety of them. This book contains full
identification of several classes of polymers/copolymers and biopolymers that
can be very helpful to the user. In addition, the practical applications can
encourage analytical chemists and engineers to use the techniques explored in
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this volume.The structure and the functions of various types of pyrolyzers and the
results of the pyrolysis-gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric identification of
synthetic polymers/copolymers and biopolymers at 700°C are described.
Practical applications of these techniques are also included, detailing the analysis
of microplastics, failure analysis in the automotive industry and solutions for
technological problems.
Extensively revised and expanded, this timely reference discusses the synthesis,
properties, and potential applications of popular and emerging surfactant
compounds and systems. This reference reflects current research trends in green
surfactants, the production of surfactants using biotechnological methods, and
surfactants based on natural buildin
Popular science books, selling in their thousands — even millions — help us
appreciate breakthroughs in understanding the natural world, while highlighting
the cultural importance of scientific knowledge. Textbooks bring these same
advances to students; the scientists of tomorrow. But how do these books come
about? And why are some of them so spectacularly successful? This is the first
ever insider's account of science publishing, written by an editor intimately
involved in the publication of some of the most famous bestsellers in the field.
Michael Rodgers reveals the stories behind these extraordinary books, providing
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a behind-the-scenes view of the world of books, authors and ideas. These vivid
and engaging narratives illuminate not only the challenges of writing about
science, but also how publishing itself works and the creative collaboration
between authors and editors that lies at its heart. The book (like many of those it
describes) is intended for a wide readership. It will interest people in publishing,
past and present, and also academics and students on publishing courses.
Scientists exploring territories outside their own speciality will enjoy it, while there
is invaluable advice for those planning their first popular book or textbook. It will
also appeal to readers with a humanities background who, finding the concepts
of science intriguing, want to know more about how they are developed and
communicated. Contents:Foreword (Richard Dawkins)PrologueHawking,
Einstein, and Popular ScienceDiscovering the World of Science and
ScientistsFalling Under the Spell of the Selfish GeneThe Origins and Evolution of
the College Science Textbook, and the Birth of a SuperstarA Companion to the
Mind, and Science in the Vegetable Gardenr- and K-Selection, and the Extended
PhenotypeThe Blind Watchmaker, and the Universe in Twenty ObjectsBill
Hamilton and John Maynard Smith: Working with Two Giants of Evolutionary
BiologyThe Best Textbook of Organic Chemistry I Ever Hold in My
HandsScientific Anecdotes, the Ten Great Ideas of Science, ‘Science Writing at
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Its Best’EpilogueNotes and ReferencesIndex Readership: The general public
and students who are interested in the relationship between science and
publishing. Key Features:This is the first book to tell the stories behind the
publishing of some key science books that became world-famous bestsellers:
stories that are fascinating, providing a genuinely exhilarating read. Some of
these are stories that have become important pieces of publishing
historyContains practical advice for scientists contemplating writing themselves,
either a popular science book or a textbook. This advice is communicated
indirectly in the context of real books, not directly as in a manualThis book
contains a Foreword writer Richard Dawkins together with the stories behind the
writing and the publishing of several of his famous booksKeywords:Popular
Science;Popularization of Science;Public Understanding of Science;Book
Publishing;History of Book Publishing;History of ScienceReviews:“It is a useful
source on what life used to be like in the world of serious people working to help
serve serious readers, and sometimes succeeding beyond their
expectations.”The Times Higher Education “This book is a helpful guide for
academic authors who are poised to send a proposal to a publisher.”The
Observatory Magazine “This book is unique. There are now university courses
on publishing and Rodgers' book will no doubt be required reading, but it
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deserves a wider audience by virtue of the human interest stories, which he
tells.”Chemistry & Industry “Rodgers breathes life into his reminiscences, which
carry the reader along. His account offers some interesting glimpses into a littleseen world, which might inspire budding writers to start their own bestsellers.”
Chemistry World “Those interested in the world of publishing, with a special
interest in science, will find much to like about this book.” CERN Courier
Scientists often try to understand the world by building simplified and idealised
models of it. Adam Toon develops a new approach to scientific models by
comparing them to the dolls and toy trucks of children's imaginative games, and
offers a unified framework to solve difficult metaphysical problems and help to
make sense of scientific practice.
DWDD boek van de maand! Bron: Flaptekst, uitgeversinformatie.
For far too long chemists and industrialists have relied on the use of aggressive reagents such
as nitric and sulphuric acids, permanganates and dichromates to prepare the massive
quantities of both bulk and fine chemicals that are needed for the maintenance of civilised life —
materials such as fuels, fabrics, foodstuffs, fertilisers and pharmaceuticals. Such aggressive
reagents generate vast quantities of environmentally harmful and often toxic by-products,
including the oxides of nitrogen, of metal oxides and carbon dioxide.Now, owing to recent
advances made in the synthesis of nanoporous solids, it is feasible to design new solid
catalysts that enable benign, mild oxidants to be used, frequently without utilising solvents, to
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manufacture the products that the chemical, pharmaceutical, agro- and bio-chemical industries
require. These new solid agents are designated single-site heterogeneous catalysts (SSHCs).
Their principal characteristics are that all the active sites present in the high-area solids are
identical in their atomic environment and hence in their energy of interaction with reactants,
just as in enzymes.Single-site heterogeneous catalysts now occupy a position of growing
importance both academically and in their potential for commercial exploitation. This text, the
only one devoted to such catalysts, dwells both on principles of design and on applications,
such as the benign synthesis of nylon 6 and vitamin B3. It equips the reader with unifying
insights required for future catalytic adventures in the quest for sustainability in the materials
used by humankind.Anyone acquainted with the language of molecules, including
undergraduates in the physical and biological sciences, as well as graduates in engineering
and materials science, should be able to assimilate the principles and examples presented in
this book. Inter alia, it describes how clean technology and ‘green’ processes may be carried
out in an environmentally responsible manner.
The design of ancillary ligands used to modify the structural and reactivity properties of metal
complexes has evolved into a rapidly expanding sub-discipline in inorganic and organometallic
chemistry. Ancillary ligand design has figured directly in the discovery of new bonding motifs
and stoichiometric reactivity, as well as in the development of new catalytic protocols that have
had widespread positive impact on chemical synthesis on benchtop and industrial scales.
Ligand Design in Metal Chemistry presents a collection of cutting-edge contributions from
leaders in the field of ligand design, encompassing a broad spectrum of ancillary ligand
classes and reactivity applications. Topics covered include: Key concepts in ligand design
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Redox non-innocent ligands Ligands for selective alkene metathesis Ligands in cross-coupling
Ligand design in polymerization Ligand design in modern lanthanide chemistry Cooperative
metal-ligand reactivity P,N Ligands for enantioselective hydrogenation Spiro-cyclic ligands in
asymmetric catalysis This book will be a valuable reference for academic researchers and
industry practitioners working in the field of ligand design, as well as those who work in the
many areas in which the impact of ancillary ligand design has proven significant, for example
synthetic organic chemistry, catalysis, medicinal chemistry, polymer science and materials
chemistry.
This concise and accessible book provides organic chemistry notes for students studying
chemistry and related courses at undergraduate level, covering core organic chemistry in a
format ideal for learning and rapid revision. The material is organised so that fundamental
concepts are introduced early, then built on to provide an overview of the essentials of
functional group chemistry and reactivity, leading the student to a solid understanding of the
basics of organic chemistry. Graphical presentation of information is central to the book, to
facilitate the rapid assimilation, understanding and recall of critical concepts, facts and
definitions. Students wanting a comprehensive and accessible overview of organic chemistry
to build the necessary foundations for a more detailed study will find this book an ideal source
of the information they require. In addition, the structured presentation, highly graphical nature
of the text and practice problems with outline answers will provide an invaluable framework
and aid to revision for students preparing for examinations. Keynotes in Organic Chemistry is
also a handy desk reference for advanced students, postgraduates and researchers. For this
second edition the text has been completely revised and updated. Colour has been introduced
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to clarify aspects of reaction mechanisms, and new margin notes to emphasise the links
between different topics. The number of problems have been doubled to approximately 100,
and includes spectra interpretation problems. Each chapter now starts with diagrams to
illustrate the key points, and ends with a list of key reactions and a worked example.
The development of university organic chemistry curricula and the trend towards
modularisation of chemistry courses has driven the need for smaller, highly focussed and
accessible organic chemistry textbooks, which complement the very detailed “standard texts”,
to guide students through the key principles of the subject. This concise and accessible book
provides organic chemistry notes for students studying chemistry and related courses at
undergraduate level, covering core organic chemistry in a format ideal for learning and rapid
revision. The material is organised so that fundamental concepts are introduced early, then
built on to provide an overview of the essentials of functional group chemistry and reactivity,
leading the student to a solid understanding of the basics of organic chemistry. Graphical
presentation of information is central to the book, to facilitate the rapid assimilation,
understanding and recall of critical concepts, facts and definitions. Students wanting a
comprehensive and accessible overview of organic chemistry to build the necessary
foundations for a more detailed study will find this book an ideal source of the information they
require. In addition, the structured presentation, highly graphical nature of the text and practice
problems with outline answers will provide an invaluable framework and aid to revision for
students preparing for examinations.
Fully updated and rewritten by a basic scientist who is also a practicing physician, the third
edition of this popular textbook remains comprehensive, authoritative and readable. Taking a
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receptor-based, target-centered approach, it presents the concepts central to the study of drug
action in a logical, mechanistic way grounded on molecular and principles. Students of
pharmacy, chemistry and pharmacology, as well as researchers interested in a better
understanding of drug design, will find this book an invaluable resource. Starting with an
overview of basic principles, Medicinal Chemistry examines the properties of drug molecules,
the characteristics of drug receptors, and the nature of drug-receptor interactions. Then it
systematically examines the various families of receptors involved in human disease and drug
design. The first three classes of receptors are related to endogenous molecules:
neurotransmitters, hormones and immunomodulators. Next, receptors associated with cellular
organelles (mitochondria, cell nucleus), endogenous macromolecules (membrane proteins,
cytoplasmic enzymes) and pathogens (viruses, bacteria) are examined. Through this
evaluation of receptors, all the main types of human disease and all major categories of drugs
are considered. There have been many changes in the third edition, including a new chapter
on the immune system. Because of their increasingly prominent role in drug discovery,
molecular modeling techniques, high throughput screening, neuropharmacology and
genetics/genomics are given much more attention. The chapter on hormonal therapies has
been thoroughly updated and re-organized. Emerging enzyme targets in drug design (e.g.
kinases, caspases) are discussed, and recent information on voltage-gated and ligand-gated
ion channels has been incorporated. The sections on antihypertensive, antiviral, antibacterial,
anti-inflammatory, antiarrhythmic, and anticancer drugs, as well as treatments for
hyperlipidemia and peptic ulcer, have been substantially expanded. One new feature will
enhance the book's appeal to all readers: clinical-molecular interface sections that facilitate
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understanding of the treatment of human disease at a molecular level.
Photonanotechnology for Therapeutics and Imaging surveys major concepts and recent
advances in the use of photonanotechnology with nanomaterials reported in various
interdisciplinary fields, including chemistry, materials science, biomedical engineering and
biomedicine. This book discusses the impact of this technology on the advancement of
therapeutic modalities and imaging methods in cancers, infectious diseases and other serious
diseases. Photonanotechnology studies the design principle, application and development of
photoactive nanomaterials. It applies light-controlled strategies for the development of
nanotherapeutics, imaging agents and diagnostic nanodevices. Provides the latest information
on photocontrolled drug delivery systems Details how photoactive nanomaterials are designed
to release reactive oxygen species (ROS) for photodynamic therapy (PDT) Explains how
photoactive nanomaterials have the ability to induce surface plasmonic heating for
photothermal therapeutic (PTT) effects
Anionic Annulations in Organic Synthesis: A Versatile and Prolific Class of Ring-Forming
Reactions is a comprehensive review of the best annulations for the construction of cyclic
structures and their applications in the total synthesis of functional molecules. The reactions
described in the work are particularly useful for the synthesis of polyoxygenated polycyclic
compounds, including tetracyclines, angucyclines, uncialamycins, and lignans, among other
compounds. Included in detail are the Hauser, Robinson, Sammes and Meyers annulations, all
of which can be effectively used to construct substrates with complex molecular structures.
This work provides the tools to master anionic organic chemistry, ortho-lithiation, lateral
lithaition/metalation and organic selectivity issues, like chemoselectivity, regioselectivity and
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stereoselectivity. This book is a valuable resource for organic chemists, researchers and
students seeking a complete and detailed understanding of anionic annulations. Provides a
comprehensive review of anionic cyclization for chemical construction of a variety of cyclic
scaffolds involved in many kinds of biologically active natural products and pharmaceutical
drugs Serves as a useful tool to academic and industrial researchers working on the synthesis
of cyclic compounds as their targets Includes many examples of anionic annulations and
practical information on how to use them in research and industry Features anionic annulations
that are particularly useful for the synthesis of polyoxygenated polycyclic compounds, including
tetracyclines, angucyclines, uncialamycins and lignans
An advanced-level textbook of organic chemistry for the graduate (B.Sc) and postgraduate
(M.Sc) students of Indian and foreign universities. This book is a part of the four-volume series,
entitled “A Textbook of Organic Chemistry – Volume I, II, III, IV”. CONTENTS: CHAPTER 1.
Nature of Bonding in Organic molecules: Delocalized Chemical Bonding; Conjugation; Cross
Conjugation; Resonance; Hyperconjugation; Tautomerism; Aromaticity in Benzenoid and
Nonbenzenoid Compounds; Alternant and Non-Alternant Hydrocarbons; Huckel’s Rule:
Energy Level of p-Molecular Orbitals; Annulenes; Antiaromaticity; Homo-Aromaticity; PMO
Approach; Bonds Weaker than Covalent; Addition Compounds: Crown Ether Complexes and
Cryptands, Inclusion Compounds, Cyclodextrins; Catenanes and Rotaxanes CHAPTER 2.
Stereochemistry: Chirality; Elements of symmetry; Molecules with more than one chiral centre:
diastereomerism; Determination of relative and absolute configuration (octant rule excluded)
with special reference to lactic acid, alanine & mandelic acid; Methods of resolution; Optical
purity; Prochirality; Enantiotopic and diastereotopic atoms, groups and faces; Asymmetric
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synthesis: cram’s rule and its modifications, prelog’s rule; Conformational analysis of
cycloalkanes (upto six membered rings); Decalins; Conformations of sugars; Optical activity in
absence of chiral carbon (biphenyls, allenes and spiranes); Chirality due to helical shape;
Geometrical isomerism in alkenes and oximes; Methods of determining the configuration
CHAPTER 3. Reaction Mechanism: Structure and Reactivity: Types of mechanisms; Types of
reactions; Thermodynamic and kinetic requirements; Kinetic and thermodynamic control;
Hammond’s postulate; Curtin-Hammett principle; Potential energy diagrams: Transition states
and intermediates; Methods of determining mechanisms; Isotope effects; Hard and soft acids
and bases; Generation, structure, stability and reactivity of carbocations, carbanions, free
radicals, carbenes and nitrenes; Effect of structure on reactivity; The Hammett equation and
linear free energy relationship; Substituent and reaction constants; Taft equation CHAPTER 4.
Carbohydrates: Types of naturally occurring sugars; Deoxy sugars; Amino sugars; Branch
chain sugars; General methods of determination of structure and ring size of sugars with
particular reference to maltose, lactose, sucrose, starch and cellulose. CHAPTER 5. Natural
and Synthetic Dyes: Various classes of synthetic dyes including heterocyclic dyes; Interaction
between dyes and fibers; Structure elucidation of indigo and Alizarin CHAPTER 6. Aliphatic
Nucleophilic Substtitution: The SN2, SN1, mixed SN1 and SN2, SNi , SN1’, SN2’, SNi’ and
SET mechanisms; The neighbouring group mechanisms; neighbouring group participation by p
and s bonds; anchimeric assistance; Classical and nonclassical carbocations; Phenonium ions;
Common carbocation rearrangements; Applications of NMR spectroscopy in the detection of
carbocations; Reactivity- effects of substrate structure, attacking nucleophile, leaving group
and reaction medium; Ambident nucleophiles and regioselectivity; Phase transfer catalysis.
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CHAPTER 7. Aliphatic Electrophilic Substitution: Bimolecular mechanisms – SE2 and SEi; The
SE1 mechanism; Electrophilic substitution accompained by double bond shifts; Effect of
substrates, leaving group and the solvent polarity on the reactivity CHAPTER 8. Aromatic
Electrophilic Substitution: The arenium ion: mechanism, orientation and reactivity, energy
profile diagrams; The ortho/para ratio, ipso attack, orientation in other ring systems;
Quantitative treatment of reactivity in substrates and electrophiles; Diazonium coupling;
Vilsmeir reaction; Gattermann-Koch reaction CHAPTER 9. Aromatic Nucleophilic Substitution:
The ArSN1, ArSN2, Benzyne and SRN1 mechanisms; Reactivity – effect of substrate structure,
leaving group and attacking nucleophile; The von Richter, Sommelet-Hauser, and Smiles
rearrangements CHAPTER 10. Elimination Reactions: The E2, E1 and E1cB mechanisms;
Orientation of the double bond; Reactivity –effects of substrate structures, attacking base, the
leaving group and the medium; Mechanism and orientation in pyrolytic elimination CHAPTER
11. Addition to Carbon-Carbon Multiple Bonds: Mechanistic and stereochemical aspects of
addition reactions involving electrophiles, nucleophiles and free radicals; Regio–and
chemoselectivity: orientation and reactivity; Addition to cyclopropane ring; Hydrogenation of
double and triple bonds; Hydrogenation of aromatic rings; Hydroboration; Michael reaction;
Sharpless asymmetric epoxidation. CHAPTER 12. Addition to Carbon-Hetero Multiple Bonds:
Mechanism of metal hydride reduction of saturated and unsaturated carbonyl compounds,
acids, esters and nitriles; Addition of Grignard reagents, organozinc and organolithium;
Reagents to carbonyl and unsaturated carbonyl compounds; Wittig reaction; Mechanism of
condensation reactions involving enolates – Aldol, Knoevenagel, Claisen, Mannich, Benzoin,
Perkin and Stobbe reactions; Hydrolysis of esters and amides; Ammonolysis of esters.
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Contains detailed worked solutions to all the end-of-chapter exercises in the textbook
Organic Chemistry by Clayden, Greeves, Warren, and Wothers. Notes in tinted boxes
in the page margins highlight important principles and comments.
One approach to organic synthesis is retrosynthetic analysis. With this approach
chemists start with the structures of their target molecules and progressively cut bonds
to create simpler molecules. Reversing this process gives a synthetic route to the target
molecule from simpler starting materials. This “disconnection” approach to synthesis is
now a fundamental part of every organic synthesis course. Workbook for Organic
Synthesis: The Disconnection Approach, 2nd Edition This workbook provides a
comprehensive graded set of problems to illustrate and develop the themes of each of
the chapters in the textbook Organic Synthesis: The Disconnection Approach, 2nd
Edition. Each problem is followed by a fully explained solution and discussion. The
examples extend the student’s experience of the types of molecules being synthesised
by organic chemists, and the strategies they employ to control their syntheses. By
working through these examples students will develop their skills in analysing synthetic
challenges, and build a toolkit of strategies for planning new syntheses. Examples are
drawn from pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, natural products, pheromones, perfumery
and flavouring compounds, dyestuffs, monomers, and intermediates used in more
advanced synthetic work. Reasons for wishing to synthesise each compound are given.
Together the workbook and textbook provide a complete course in retrosynthetic
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analysis. Organic Synthesis: The Disconnection Approach, 2nd Edition There are forty
chapters in Organic Synthesis: The Disconnection Approach, 2nd Edition: those on the
synthesis of given types of molecules alternate with strategy chapters in which the
methods just learnt are placed in a wider context. The synthesis chapters cover many
ways of making each type of molecule starting with simple aromatic and aliphatic
compounds with one functional group and progressing to molecules with many
functional groups. The strategy chapters cover questions of selectivity, protection,
stereochemistry, and develop more advanced thinking via reagents specifically
designed for difficult problems. In its second edition updated examples and techniques
are included and illustrated additional material has been added to take the student to
the level required by the sequel, Organic Synthesis: Strategy and Control. Several
chapters contain extensive new material based on courses that the authors give to
chemists in the pharmaceutical industry. Workbook for Organic Synthesis: The
Disconnection Approach, 2nd edition, combined with the main textbook, provides a full
course in retrosynthetic analysis for chemistry and biochemistry students, and a
refresher course for organic chemists working in industry and academia.
The first book to describe the state-of-the-art in the interdisciplinary field of metal
phosphonate chemistry, aimed at academic and industrial researchers.
Focusing on an important class of compounds in organic synthesis, this text features
contributions by leading experts, and delivers the quality expected from the “Patai
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Series.”
At the very latest, with the award of the 2001 Nobel Prize for work on asymmetric
oxidation, there has been a need for a comprehensive book on such methods. Edited
by J.-E. Backvall, one of the world's leaders in the field, this book fills that gap by
covering the topic, from classical to green chemistry methods. He has put together a
plethora of well-established authors from all over the world who cover every important
aspect in high-quality contributions -- whether aerobic oxidation or transition metalcatalyzed epoxidation of alkenes. By providing an overview of this huge topic, this book
represents an unparalleled aid for any chemist working in the field. Chapters include:
Recent Developments in the Osmium-Catalyzed Dihydroxylation of Olefins Transition
Metal-Catalyzed Epoxidation of Alkenes Organocatalytic Oxidation - Ketone-Catalyzed
Asymmetric Epoxidation of Olefins Modern Oxidation of Alcohols using environmentally
Benign Oxidants Aerobic Oxidations and Related Reactions Catalyzed by NHydroxyphthalimide Ruthenium-Catalyzed Oxidation of Alkenes, Alcohols, Amines,
Amides, b-Lactams, Phenols, and Hydrocarbons Selective Oxidations of Sulfides and
Amines Liquid Phase Oxidation Reactions Catalyzed by Polyoxometalates Oxidation of
Carbonyl Compounds Mn-catalysed Oxidation with Hydrogen Peroxide
Ein neuer Stern am Lehrbuch-Himmel: Organische Chemie von Clayden, Greeves,
Warren - der ideale Begleiter für alle Chemiestudenten. Der Schwerpunkt dieses
didaktisch durchdachten, umfassenden vierfarbigen Lehrbuches liegt auf dem
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Verständnis von Mechanismen, Strukturen und Prozessen, nicht auf dem Lernen von
Fakten. Organische Chemie entpuppt sich als dabei als ein kohärentes Ganzes, mit
zahlreichen logischen Verbindungen und Konsequenzen sowie einer grundlegenden
Struktur und Sprache. Dank der Betonung von Reaktionsmechanismen, Orbitalen und
Stereochemie gewinnen die Studierenden ein solides Verständnis der wichtigsten
Faktoren, die für alle organisch-chemischen Reaktionen gelten. So lernen sie, auch
Reaktionen, die ihnen bisher unbekannt waren, zu interpretieren und ihren Ablauf
vorherzusagen. Der direkte, persönliche, studentenfreundliche Schreibstil motiviert die
Leser, mehr erfahren zu wollen. Umfangreiche Online-Materialien führen das Lernen
über das gedruckte Buch hinaus und vertiefen das Verständnis noch weiter.
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